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Understanding Unclear Situations
and Each Other Using the
Language Processing Method
Ted Walls and David Walden

I. Introduction
Ted Walls is manager of
research and publications at
CQM. He has taught LP as
part of new product development, continuous improvement, and redesign efforts.

David Walden is director of
research and development at
CQM. Dave applied LP as
part of CQMÕs original design
study and as a senior manager at Bolt Beranek and
Newman.

Since 1990 people from CQM member companies have been learning and
using the Language ProcessingTM Method (LP) to analyze qualitative or language data. For instance, in March and April 1990, the CQM Design Team
completed dozens of LP diagrams to organize data from lectures by Shoji
Shiba, from reading about TQM, and from visits to a number of U.S. and
Japanese companies that had won Baldrige or Deming awards for quality.1
In the intervening years, several thousand people in CQM member companies have learned to use the LP method and have applied it in a large variety of situations. Companies frequently use LP to help choose a theme as
part of the Seven Steps,2 or to organize the data for an Ishikawa diagram,3
or to discover key customer needs and perspectives from the voice of the
customer and customer image data as part of the Concept Engineering
Method,4 or to sort out and understand any of the myriad other situations
where there is lots more qualitative or language data than quantitative or
numeric data. HayakawaÕs guidelines on semantics5 are a key component
of the LP Method and are frequently used in all of the above applications.
One of the striking characteristics of the LP Method is that, in addition to
helping people organize and understand qualitative or language data, it
usually brings about consensus about the meaning of the data and new
insights derived from the data. Somehow, as part of its basic working, LP
does away with the necessity for conflict resolution as a follow-up process.
Since that first use in 1990, we have often thought about how LP works and
why some of the specific LP instructions are important to the way it works.6
More recently, we took part in a CQM study that explored many issues
relating to conversation and language beyond semantics and the LP
Method.7 Other participants in this study were Ross Brown, Gary Burchill,
Fred Cunningham, Judy Gordon, Brad Harrington, Capri Keogh, Steve
LaPierre, Tom Lee, Ray Stata, and Toby Woll. WeÕll refer to this activity as
the CQM Study Group on Conversation.
The combination of knowledge and experience with the LP Method and
semantics plus the new knowledge gained from the CQM Study Group on
Conversation provide two complementary benefits that we cover in the rest
of this paper. First, the new knowledge from the CQM Study Group on
Conversation gives us improved insight into how and why the LP Method
works. Second, the LP Method serves as an example of application of the
new knowledge that came from the CQM Study Group on ConversationÑ
an example numerous people in CQM member companies who know LP
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very well will be able to follow easily.
In the rest of this paper we do the
following:
Section II: Sketch the steps of the
LP Method and methods of semantics for readers not already familiar
with them or readers who need a
reminder.
Section III: Introduce three sets of
ideas resulting from the CQM
Study Group on Conversation: (a)
a model for moving from individual points of view to a shared point
of view through mutual understanding, (b) a model for how people reason, and (c) a distinction
between types of facts.
Section IV: Describe how the LP
Method leads from individual
viewpoints to a shared point of
view through mutual understanding. We will also explain the logic
behind several of the detailed steps
of the LP Method.
Section V: Present a summary and
conclusion.

wall on which the LP diagram will
be constructed. (WeÕll refer to the
piece of paper as the LP wall chart.)
The table should be clear of items
not relevant to the LP activity.
2. Use a structured problem-solving approach. The team carries out
the LP Method step by step as
described in the LP manual. One
team member is chosen as leader.
The leader follows the process in
the manual and reminds the team
of succeeding steps as necessary.
The leader also keeps track of time
and prevents the team from getting
bogged down. After certain steps
of the LP Method the team says
Òyo-oneÓ loudly in unison.
Making qualitative data
uniform
3. Agree on a topic. A ÒthemeÓ or
question for consideration is posed
and refined by the team. It is then
written at the upper left of the LP
wall chart.

Theme

II. A Sketch of the LP Method
and Semantics
We sketch the LP Method in terms
of the four phases of the method as
presented in the most recent manual,8 and for each of these phases we
sketch the important tasks. We
donÕt attempt to match the detailed
steps listed in the manual. We also
give no detailed explanations in
this section of the meaning or reason for the various parts of the LP
Method; the detailed steps are covered in The Language Processing
Method,9 and the meaning and reasons are covered in section IV of
this paper.
Preparing the teamwork
environment
1. Provide a supportive physical
environment. Team membersÑa
maximum of 8 peopleÑsit shoulder to shoulder at a table, facing a
large piece of paper taped to the
30 WINTER 1995

5. Understand the data. Once each
fact or thought is in writing on a
card, where it may be examined by
all team members, the leader and
the group working together clarify
the wording of each cardÑin writing on the cardÑwith the aid of
three semantics guidelines. Cards
are moved to the center of the LP
wall chart, examined individually,
and moved to the right as the work
on each one is completed. This
ÒscrubbingÓ step concludes with all
members of the group understanding the meaning of the facts or
ideas on all the cards.

4. Write the data. Each team member writes down several facts they
know about the theme or thoughts
they have about the theme.10 Each
fact is written on a separate slip or
ÒcardÓ (e.g., Post-it). Typically, all
team members bring the same number of facts to the table. The cards
are posted on the wall chart as they
are written for all to see.

Theme

The semantics guidelines are as follows: (1) Seek to eliminate affective
(emotion-laden) language and to
use report (fact-based) language.
Eliminate judgments (Òthe wordprocessing program is a dogÓ) and
inferences (Òthe company that
makes the word-processing program doesnÕt care about customer
satisfactionÓ) from the language on
the cards to help move from affective to report language (Òthe wordprocessing program made by company X took a long time to load a
100,000-word fileÓ). (2) Also, convert vague Òtwo-valued statementsÓ (Òtook a long timeÓ) to
more specific Òmultivalued statementsÓ (Òtook 15 minutesÓ). (3)
Finally, in clarifying the language
on the cards, move down the Òladder of abstractionÓ from general to
specific statements.11
Finding structure in the data
6. Group similar data. The team
members move the cards on the LP
wall chart around to group facts that
their intuition tells them are related
VOL. 4 NO. 4
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to each other. People develop this
intuition by concentrating on mental
images stimulated by the statements
on the cards, rather than by working
from the literal writing on the cards.
No more than three cards are put
together in a group, and single cards
are often left ungrouped. For the
most part, the team members do
this grouping without talking.

7. Title groups. The team members
work together to give a title to each
separate group of facts. The titles
should express the overall meaning
or image of the group of facts, but
at the next higher level of abstraction. The leader writes each title on
a card and posts it above its group
on the LP wall chart. The semantics guidelines help the team refine
draft titles.

effect) among the groups.

III. Three Additional Concepts

9. Vote on most important low-

In this section we review some linguistic concepts we learned from
our participation in the CQM Study
Group on ConversationÑwhat we
call Òcognitive consonance,Ó what
we call the Òreasoning cycle,Ó and
the notion that there are different
kinds of facts.12

Theme

level facts. Once the team has
reached a common understanding
of the individual facts, their grouping and hierarchy, and the relationships among the groups, the team
votes on the most important lowlevel facts (a first-level group title
or level that never made it into a
group).
10. Draw conclusion. From the
important low-level facts, a conclusion is drawn, thus finishing the
preparation of the LP diagram.
Finally, the LP process finishes with
some reflection on this instance of
use of the LP process.

Theme

Conclusion

Theme

When done, each card with the title
of a group is placed so it covers the
cards in its group. These title cards
are then used as if they were new
ÒfactÓ cards, and step 6 above is
repeated. Then step 7 is repeated
for the new groups. This continues
until there are five or fewer titled
groups at the end of step 7.

Cognitive consonance
The degree to which we effectively
communicate our viewpoints or,
conversely, the degree to which we
listen to othersÕ viewpoints impacts
our ability to align viewpoints and
work together. Figure 1 shows sharing and alignment of viewpoints on
separate axesÑa model that we call
Òcognitive consonance.Ó The cognitive consonance model helps us
understand the processes embedded
in the LP Method.
We each have a viewpoint that is
based on our own beliefs, experience, models of how the world
works, emotions, and so on. We
call this a uniview, and it is at the
bottom left of the figure. In this
simplest case, there is no sharing or
alignment of viewpoints. People
often fail to recognize that anything
except their own uniview is possible (the reason for this is described
in the following section). In fact, all
too many discussions take the form

Figure 1: Cognitive Consonance

Forming hypotheses
8. Lay out groups and show relationships among the groups. The
group hierarchies are then laid out
on the LP wall chart to show clearly
the internal structures of the groups
and the relationships (e.g., cause and
VOL. 4 NO. 4
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of each of us trying to convince others of our own uniview, possibly not
recognizing that any uniview except
our own is valid, or even exists.
Usually, when this happens, nothing
gets decided and nothing gets done.

The Reasoning Cycle
In the section above on cognitive
consonance, we noted that people
may not recognize where othersÕ
ideas are coming from. We expand
on that point in this section.

In other cases, a dominant person
may explicitly or implicitly force his
or her uniview on others. We show
this in the top left of the figure and
call it the imposed uniview. The
dominant person forces alignment
around his or her uniview, but the
alignment did not come through a
process of arriving together at
shared viewpoints. Thus, there is
risk that the alignment resulting
from the imposed uniview will not
last once the other people get out of
sight of the dominant person.

As shown in figure 2, when any
person considers a situation, that
person sees or selects some facts
and doesnÕt see or doesnÕt select
other facts. Then the person interprets the selected facts and makes
judgments based on those interpretations. Finally the person draws
conclusions based on the judgments
and takes actions based on the conclusions.

As mentioned above, people often
think the way they see something is
Òthe way it is.Ó It is important to
identify and recognize our own uniview. It is equally important to recognize that others have their own
univiews. Once we recognize that
each of us has our own uniview, we
can simply try to get everyone else
to convert to our uniview (as with
the imposed uniview).
Alternatively, we can try to communicate our understanding of things
and at the same time see the value
in the univiews of others. We call
this developing the multiview, and
it is shown at the bottom right of
the figure. Ability to cope with a
multiview demands ability to hold
multiple points of view in mind
simultaneously.
In the cognitive consonance model,
by seeking to see the validity of the
univiews of others, a group of people may be able to move thorough
the multiview state to build on one
anotherÕs viewpoints and eventually
to reach the powerful position of
having a shared uniview. The shared
uniview is one that all agree onÑ
and that may be better than any one
person would have thought of alone.
The shared uniview is at the top
right of the figure.13
32 WINTER 1995

ground of obviousness, again mostly without much conscious awareness. Thus, unaware of the explicit
steps in our reasoning, we can get
caught in an ingrained cycle in
which it is difficult for us to recognize the need to open up our mind
or make changes.
We call the cycle shown in the figure Òthe reasoning cycle.Ó14 As normal effective human beings, we go
through this reasoning cycle with
great speed and facility. Often we
are unaware of our own reasoning
process; it occurs without much
conscious rational thought. Our
ability to reason subconsciously is

Figure 2: The Reasoning Cycle
Actions
personal beliefs,
models, emotions,
assumed background
information, etc.
= background of
obviousness

reinforce
Some
conclusions
drawn

influence

Some
interpretations
made

Some
judgments
made

Some facts
selected
Available
facts

Words

However, each person has their
own Òbackground of obviousnessÓÑshown at the top left of the
figure. A personÕs background of
obviousness is his or her own
beliefs, experiences, models of the
way the world works, emotions,
and so forth. These influence or filter a personÕs selection of facts, the
interpretations given to the facts
selected, and the conclusions drawn
from the interpretations. Most of
the time the Òbackground of obviousnessÓ is so natural to each of us
that we donÕt feel any need to enunciate its components. We may not
even be aware of the influence of
our own background of obviousness on the way we reason. Also,
the conclusions we draw tend to
reinforce the elements of our back-

important. Without it we couldnÕt
survive. It would not be practical
to reason things out in detail simply to avoid a bump in the road
while driving at high speed; similarly, we canÕt converse with each
other with any facility if we have
to carefully define every word we
use. We must depend on our
backgrounds of obviousnessÑin
many situations itÕs not possible or
appropriate to think things
through rationally.15
Unfortunately, however, when
two or more people are trying to
understand, discuss, and act on a
complex business situation, the fact
that each person has a different
background of obviousness and
therefore reasons differently can
lead to confusion and unproductive
effort. We talk past each other. We
VOL. 4 NO. 4
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defend points of view that the
other person may not actually disagree with. We fail to agree on the
fundamental facts of the situation.
And we donÕt embrace and pour
our full energy into carrying out
group decisions.
Thus, there are times when we
have to slow up and share our reasoning with one another. We can
do this by verbalizing our reasoning in concrete and specific language and in a way that makes
each step of our reasoning explicit.
For instance, the companion paper
by Burchill and Walden16 suggests
stating which facts were selected
and why, what interpretations and
judgments were made, and what
conclusions were drawn. There are
other techniques for making reasoning explicit to one another. At
the minimum, making our language concrete and our reasoning
explicit helps us clarify our univiews to ourselvesÑuntil we verbalize our reasoning, we typically
donÕt actually know what we
believe. Writing things down also
often helps.17 However, sharing
our reasoning with each other also
is the first step in moving from univiews to the multiview in the
model of cognitive consonance.
Kinds of Facts
Data or facts can be qualitative or
quantitative in form. Facts also can
be categorized in other ways. First,
some statements of fact describe
with words that which we observe
in the physical world.18 For these
facts, there is a Òworld-to-wordÓ
relationshipÑthe world precedes
the words. An example of this type
of fact is ÒEveryone in the engineering department is eating lunch.Ó
Other facts are created by people
who use words to create new reality.19 These facts come into existence
through a Òword-to-worldÓ relationshipÑwords create the world.
For example, a CEO can make the
declaration, ÒWe will provide customer support within one to two
VOL. 4 NO. 4

days of a request,Ó and thus create
a new fact about treatment of customers.
Unfortunately, people frequently fail
to distinguish between these two
kinds of facts. People routinely treat
declarations created out of the
human mind as if they were facts
about the physical world. It is
important to distinguish between
the two kinds, because facts created
through human institutions such as
business organizations can be
changed. Changing the words can
actually change reality. The
Declaration of Independence, for
example, changed the course of history. Similarly, the declaration that a
company is going out of an old
business area and into a new business area changes the companyÕs
reality.

IV. How the LP Method Works
Having provided a reminder of the
outline of the LP Method (section
II) and three linguistic ideas that
came out of the activities of the
CQM Study Group on
Conversation (section III), we are
now ready to explain why we think
the LP Method works so well.
The benefit of the LP Method is perhaps inversely proportional to what
may be considered a failing in
human behavior: Deep in our hearts
many of us really may not want to
hear what others have to say.
Mostly, we want others to hear what
we have to say. By beginning with
each person writing his or her most
important observations on cards, LP
permits us to go straight to the step
of telling others what we want to
say. We donÕt have to wait our turn
to speak, holding our tongue while
others say things we may not agree
with. Rather, each individualÕs statements become part of the data that
the group considers, contribute to
the understanding of the topic, and
often become part of any consensus
that the group achieves. In fact,
groups using LP achieve consensus

very often.
We believe that the LP Method
achieves consensus because it provides a structure for moving through
three quadrants of the cognitive consonance modelÑfrom the initially
expressed univiews to a multiview to
a shared univiewÑand avoids the
fourth quadrant, the imposed uniview. As the group goes through the
steps of the LP Method, each person
has the opportunity to state his or
her uniview of the situation (writing
cards) and then develop a multiview
(scrubbing, grouping, titling). When
the method is used well, a shared
uniview usually results. The individual steps of the LP Method work to
expose the kinds of facts the group is
considering (whether world-to-word
or word-to-world) and to reveal the
reasoning cycles and backgrounds of
obviousness of the participants.
To illustrate and explain specifically
how LP moves a group through the
key stages for cognitive consonance, we review key parts of LPÕs
four major phases (as outlined in
section II) together with the three
relevant quadrants of cognitive
consonance (figure 1). These relationships are summarized in figure
3, which we will reference throughout the rest of this section.
A. LP provides a teamwork
environment
Figure 3 shows a three-sided frame
around the phases of the LP
methodÑthis ÒcontainerÓ20 is the
teamwork environment in which the
LP process takes place. It is a controlled environment specifically
designed to create the conditions for
group members to express their
viewpoints. By establishing an effective teamwork environment, the LP
process lays the foundation for the
group to work towards a shared uniview. As described in section II, LPÕs
teamwork environment establishes a
supportive physical environment
and utilizes an explicit, structured
problem-solving approach.
WINTER 1995 33
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Figure 3: LP and Cognitive Consonance
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A. LP Teamwork Environment

The physical setup of sitting shoulder to shoulder facing the LP wall
chart helps the team to avoid distraction and concentrate on the task
at hand. The LP process also has
everyone participate equally (even
the leader, who has no extra rights,
only the responsibility to keep the
team following the pro-cess); therefore, no one is in a position to
impose his or her uniview.
The structured, step-by-step
process has two benefits. First, the
particular process followed by LP
moves the group from exposing
their univiews through developing
multiviews to finding a shared uniview, as weÕll describe below.
Second, without a structured or
explicit process, people tend to
come out of a group discussion
with the same viewpoint they had
going in; itÕs as if they havenÕt
heard each other. With a structured
group process, however, peopleÕs
viewpoints are changed by exposure to one anotherÕs thoughts.
This finding is consistent with our
own observations of group behavior and with the research of John
Warfield regarding a process having some similarity to the LP
Method21 and the research of
Arthur Keigler relating to improving coordination in product development.22 In normal meetings,
when we often donÕt have a struc34 WINTER 1995

tured environment or process to
help us communicate with one
another, it is much easier to drift
mentally and not listen
to one another or talk at cross-purposes.
Every few steps in the LP process,
everyone stands up and claps while
loudly saying Òyo-one!Ó This is a
verbal indication that the previous
few steps are finished and that no
one may reopen issues that should
have been dealt with during previous steps. This technique prevents
the familiar situation in which one
or more members of a group
attempt to reopen issues that the
rest considered settled. The LP
Method adheres to the principle
that it is better to go around the
entire Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA)
cycle again later than never to get
past Planning. In fact, the LP
Method has explicit steps for going
back in a nondisruptive way; for
example, to introduce a key omitted fact after the first round of
grouping. ÒYo-oneÓ also momentarily breaks the tension of concentration and announces forward
progress.
B. LP works to make qualitative
data uniform
As discussed earlier, qualitative
data inherently mean different
things to different people.

Qualitative data are often ambiguous, because people perceive the
meaning of what they see and hear
differently. Further, individuals can
derive multiple meanings from
data, and those interpretations can
change over time.
1. Exposing univiews. The LP step
of scrubbing qualitative data to
make it uniform enables participants to discover and share their
univiews. And as the process goes
forward, the background of obviousness and reasoning cycle that
form the foundation of each personÕs uniview become part of a
new mutually understood context.
By allowing time and giving people
semantic and form guidelines with
which they can develop shareable
articulations of their univiews, LP
succeeds in allowing us to do
something that is fairly unusualÑ
to say what we mean in a form that
we know others will understand
and can work with.
When people write their facts or
thoughts on the LP cards, they typically make statements that are high
on the ladder of abstraction and
somewhat subjective. In other
words, because they are highly
influenced by their own background of obviousness, they typically jump to the top of the reasoning cycle. People often donÕt
remember, or donÕt think about,
what caused them to form a particular opinion. Although it is fine for
participants to write down whatever comes to mind in order to get the
thoughts out, more work is needed
to develop statements that will help
the group move forward. The challenge for people writing cards is to
be reflective enough to remember
the actual facts that gave rise to the
formation of each opinion (e.g.,
Òwe have lousy workplace
moraleÓ) and to refine each statement to express an actual Òsymbolic factÓ (e.g., Òseveral line staff have
complained about staff room
resourcesÓ) that represents the situation in a way that will be meanVOL. 4 NO. 4
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ingful to others.23 This symbolic
fact should be specific and based
on something observed in the past.
LP allots the necessary time for
people to do this difficult thinking.
This is the work of making our uniview explicit to ourselves and refining it so that we can share it with
others more effectively.
Although people often assume as
they begin to write LP cards that no
one will have ideas different from
their own, diverse ideas emerge
during card writing. As group
members see other ideas appearing
on the wall in front of them, they
often think about new areas of concern. Multiviews then begin to
form.
2. Developing a multiview through
team consideration of facts. As the
group helps each author clarify his
or her univiews (statements on
cards), using semantics guidelines
to improve the articulation of each
uniview, the group learns about the
reasoning behind the uniview; why
the author selected a certain symbolic fact, why the author added
various inferences and judgments,
and why the author drew certain
conclusions are made evident. The
original statement becomes much
clearer to everyoneÑeven to its
author. And as each team member
shares his or her cards and the
group talks about and understands
the statements and the reasoning
behind them, group members gather new insight into one anotherÕs
backgrounds of obviousness and
reasoning cycles.
The individual and group experience of searching for symbolic facts
to represent the thought behind a
statement is a mutual learning
process. There are many facts in
the past. The group needs to help
the card authors select the most
critical and most important single
case that symbolizes the situation
they want to communicate. At this
point, the group can decide on a
case-by-case basis to what extent
VOL. 4 NO. 4

the statements qualify as facts and
whether they are world-to-word
facts or word-to-world facts. It is
human nature to start from our
opinions and generalizationsÑbut
mutual understanding comes in the
groupÕs efforts to go back to find
that one symbolic fact that will
most accurately represent a given
situation. The reflection involved
in moving from opinion to symbolic fact leads to the groupÕs development of a shared understanding, or
multiview.
C. LP helps the group find the
structure in the data
As described in section II, once the
cards have been scrubbed, the LP
participants move the cards around
on the LP wall chart, placing cards
that are intuitively related together
in little groups of no more than
three cards.
3. Bringing related univiews
together. The purpose of the intuitive grouping of cards is to help
the team break from their preconceptions and from superficial connections in the data. This break is
beneficial in and of itself; it also
frees participants to develop multiviews and perhaps later a shared
uniview.
The grouping is done silently, for
the most part, which helps everyone reflect on their tentative groupings calmly and thoughtfully. It
also prevents anyone from dominating the grouping. Thus, there is
maximum sharing of the univiews.
LP participants sometimes complain that they are not allowed to
discuss things in this part of LP
(and other parts); however, the participants are in fact holding a precise written discussion.
Participants also sometimes complain about the limitation of three
cards to a group. However, this
limitation leads the participants
away from forcing facts that are not
so similar into groups; unless there
are actually duplicates, it is unlike-

ly that more than three facts are
equally similar. By preventing people from grouping facts prematurely, the LP process keeps various
combinations of facts available to
give rise to new insights later. To
put it another way, unrelated univiews do not get hidden in a group
of univiews where they do not necessarily belong.
In fact, during the first round of
grouping, people often express concern that their ideas will get Òlost.Ó
The ideas cannot literally get lost,
because they cannot be removed
from the paper. Further-more,
because the qualitative data have
been made uniform by being
scrubbed, the cards can be moved
around and their meanings seen in
different contexts, rather than their
meanings being lost. Pre-conceived
univiews of the structure within
which a certain card belongs
ÒshouldÓ be lost. As the group
simultaneously moves cards
around, everyone displays and may
even talk about why they think the
meaning of a certain statement
most strongly correlates with one
or two other cards. That is, each
person shares his or her uniview by
asserting or challenging groupings.
Thus, a new understandingÑa new
multiviewÑbegins to emerge, just
as it did during fact recording
when participants could see one
anotherÕs cards being posted.
4. Developing a multiview on the
meaning of the facts. The team
works together to articulate the
multiview implicit in the groupings
by writing titles that abstract the
meaning or the image of each
group of facts into new words.
Again, the semantics guidelines
help participants refine titles, and
again some elements of various
participantsÕ univiews will come
out.
The alternation of expressing univiews through grouping, thus creating understanding of the multiview, and then articulating the mulWINTER 1995 35
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tiview through titling is repeated
until only five groups remain and
the participants have successively
and increasingly built on and
aligned their views into new understanding of the issue. In effect, in
the grouping and titling, the participants have done a bottom-up
analysis and synthesis of the facts
they started with, with the analysis
and synthesis being done in a way
that breaks up preconceived
notions and categories and allows
new notions and categories to
emerge based on the facts and the
viewpoints of all
participants.
D. LP helps the group form
hypotheses
The hypothesis formulation part of
the process is critical. It is in this
phase that a group reaches consensus on how problems are interrelated and on priorities for action.
5. Showing options for a shared
uniview. As final groupings and
titlings are completed, participants
have already begun to notice a new
overall structure of the issue. Since
they have created the structure
through the steps of LP, all participants understand the structure,
whether they agree with the emerging outcome or not, as evidenced
by the fact that participants often
verbally anticipate the emerging
outcome (ÒOh, I see where this is
leading!Ó). In any case, people
speak in terms of the newly created
statements and structures. This is
particularly apparent as the causal
connections between the cards are
identified
(a process that can be likened to
grouping, as people move cards
and arrows around and talk about
their thoughts). And as the group
talks, a common understanding
and articulation of the structure
begins to develop. Participants
begin to have an opportunity to
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think about whether or not they
as individuals have faith in the
emerging shared uniview. Individual participants may begin to
applaud the impending outcome
verbally or in some way to imply
hesitation about the outcome. By
giving these intimations of their
thoughts on the emerging structure,
they are in effect again communicating their univiews and adding to
a new multiview.
6. Leading to adoption of and
action on a shared uniview. When
the structuring of the data in the LP
diagram is complete, it may be
appropriate to take action immediately or the resulting understanding may be fed into the next stage
of a larger process. For example,
the group can follow up with other
analytical methods of analyzing
qualitative data, such as tree diagrams and matrix diagrams.
Many processes allow us to understand the issues; few processes
simultaneously prepare us to come
to agreement and decide to take the
next steps together. LP does this by
providing the team with the opportunity to vote on the most important issues. After the key issues
have been selected, the team can
take action.24 If the frequency with
which teams vote similarly on the
issues is an indicator of whether or
not shared univiews emerge
through the LP process, then the
method has a high success rate. We
have frequently seen LP diagrams
from senior management courses
and CQM company projects achieving more than 80 percent agreement on the top two issues.

V. Summary and Conclusion
Since 1990 people in CQM member
companies have used the LP
Method and principles of semantics
to analyze and understand qualitative (language) data. During this

period we and others have frequently observed that the LP Method not
only exposes the underlying facts of
a complex situation but helps a team
of people agree on which facts are
important, what they mean, how
they relate to each other, and what
consequent course of action they
dictate.
The concept of cognitive consonance provides a model that helps
us understand the sharing and
alignment processes embedded in
the LP Method. The concepts of
the cycle of reasoning and the distinction between kinds of facts
(world-to-word and word-toworld) provide clear examples of
the kinds of confusion and lack of
distinction that often result if a
structured problem-solving method
like LP for analyzing qualitative
data is not available.
As a result of our CQM Study
Group on Conversation, we now
have deeper understanding of the
LP Method and have additional
tools for understanding and dealing with complex situations involving the qualitative data that pervade our lives.
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